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Annotation. Purpose: organize technical and tactical actions and determine their priority importance for high-end players of different roles. Establish their priority importance for the success of competitive activity hockey with the game roles. Material: the study involved 54 experts on hockey coaches and players of high class. The significance of technical and tactical actions evaluated for players of different roles. Results: systematic account of technical and tactical actions of athletes and prioritize them to assess the significance of competitive activity. Three groups of technical and tactical actions: 1) active attacks; 2) - active safety; 3) - organizational and maneuvering. Set priorities for technical and tactical actions for players of different roles. Conclusions: the proposed technical and tactical actions can be recommended for the evaluation of the effectiveness of competitive activity players. In the process of estimating the action game players need to consider their role playing. Identification of priority in the implementation of technical and tactical actions in the game can be used in integrated assessment of actions players different roles. Keywords: competitive, activities, technique, tactics, reliability index, indicator of success.

Introduction
Perfection of management of competition functioning on the base of objectification of knowledge about its structure and provisioning components is one of the most important tasks of sportsmen training system’s formation in game kinds of sports \[5,6,7,11,17,20\].

Prestige character and popularity of sport games, their high level of competitiveness at international sport arena and importance of sport result are so evident that urgency of questions, connected with increasing of competition functioning’s effectiveness is out of the question \[1-3,12-15,19\].

One of the most important problems in sport games in general and in hockey in particular is evaluation of competition functioning. Total sport result of a collective does not always permits to reflect competition functioning of separate players \[4,8,9,18\].

Active counter action of adversary requires instant change of previously worked out plan of individual hockey player’s and team’s actions. Sportsmen have to act in conditions of expressed deficit of time with changes of game situation and demand in adequate response \[10\].

For evaluation of actions in match specialists consider qualitative and quantitative characteristics of technical tactic actions. Such actions are means of realization of sport duel’s tasks and they also serve as the most informative criteria, permitting to reflect sportsman’s behavior in match and effectiveness of his actions \[8,16\]. However, with it, it is necessary to consider the fact that hockey players of different roles have different priorities in realization of different tasks in match.

Thus, in present research we have tried to systemize technical tactic actions, fulfilled by hockey players in competition functioning and to determine their priority importance for hockey players of different roles. The work has been fulfilled in the frames of scientific research topic 2.4. “Theoretical methodic principles and individualization of training process in game kinds of sports” in compliance with combined plan of SRW in sphere of physical culture and sports for 2011-2015.

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods
The purpose of the work is to systemize technical tactic actions and determine of their priority significance for highly qualified hockey players of different roles.

The tasks of the research were to determine and systemize technical tactic actions, offered by specialists for evaluation of competition functioning, determination of their priority significance for successful competition functioning of highly qualified hockey players, considering their roles in match.

The methods of the research: pedagogic observation and generalization of special scientific-methodic literature data, expert questioning, analysis of Internet data. In researches 54 experts participated, who, in order of priority, determined significance of technical tactic actions for hockey players of different roles.

Results of the research
Analysis of special scientific-methodic literature and questioning of hockey experts showed that in competition functioning hockey players fulfill great number of different technical-tactic actions and every of them influence on sport duel’s process and can, to some or other extent, influence on its result.

In total more than thirty separate match actions were marked out, which can be conventionally divided (for systemizing) into three main groups (see fig.1) Detail grouping and differentiation were determined by sense similarity of actions and their relation to different phases of match.

So, in separate group we can mark out those technical-tactic actions, which are oriented on active attack of adversary’s net and sharpening of attacking phase – group of active attacking actions.
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The second group contains technical-tactic actions, oriented on organization of hockey players’ actions and their skating on field, maneuvering and current interaction, i.e. organizational-maneuvering actions.

The third group (active defensive actions) consists of hockey players’ actions, oriented on defense of net and active picking up of puck.

Technical-tactic actions, fulfilled by goalie can be marked out in separate group – game of hockey goalie.

So, among active attacking actions experts offer to mark out throws in hockey net, thrown in pucks, efficient passes, duels with adversary’s goalie. Besides, to day indicator of gained scores (sum of thrown in pucks) is used as important indicator for highly qualified hockey players.

Group of organizational-maneuvering actions contains the most of actions, which can be fulfilled both in phase of defense and in phase of attack.

In this group, among main technical–tactic actions the following can be marked out: dribbling of puck, maneuvering on skates, cheating of adversary (by long trajectory, short, with strength), passes of puck (excluding efficient), catching of puck by body, coming out of adversary’s guiding, choosing of position and etc.

This group can also include fight of hockey players at throw of puck on field because successful or unsuccessful start can influence on further organizational actions of team.

The third group – active defensive actions - includes the following: picking up of puck, power fight, repelling of puck and etc.

Besides, specialists offer to mark out a number of indicators, which characterize effectiveness of competition functioning of goalie. These indicators in general characterize successfulness of repelling of pucks from net. As informative indicators they mark out the following: quantity of throws in net, quantity of missed pucks, percentage of missed pucks, index of reliability (integral index of match’s effectiveness).

As a result of questioning experts marked out and offered to use in our further researches the following informative technical-tactic actions and indicators of hockey players: fulfilled throws in net; thrown in pucks; percentage of throws’ realization; quantity of power techniques; penalty minutes for violation of rules; efficient passes, successful throws of puck on field; pucks, repelled from net; picking ups of pucks; realized obstacles for goalkeeper; support of partner; loss of puck; gained scores; indicator of successfulness +/-.

Separately for evaluation of competition functioning of goalie experts marked out the following technical-tactic actions and indicators: missed pucks; repelled pucks; percentage of repelled pucks; index of reliability (integral indicator, conv. un.).

In order to determine the most significant technical-tactic actions for highly qualified hockey players of different roles we conducted questioning of experts, hockey specialists (see fig.2). Concordance coefficient was W=0.76, that witnesses about high concordance of experts, hockey specialists.

For example for winger experts related to the most significant technical tactic actions the following: thrown in pucks– 15%, gained scores in match– 15 %, percentage of throws’ realization– 14 % total quantity of throws in net– 10 %. For center forward, in opinion of experts, technical-tactic actions of priority are: thrown in pucks – 16%, gained scores – 14%, percentage of throws’ realization – 13 %.
Fig. 2. Significance of technical-tactic actions for highly qualified hockey players of different roles (in experts’ opinion, n=54):

1 – Throws in net; 2 – thrown in pucks; 3 – percentage of throws’ realization; 4 – power techniques; 5 – penalty minutes; 6 – efficient passes; 7 – successful throws on field; 8 – repelled pucks; 9 – picking ups of puck; 10 – obstacle to goalkeeper; 11 – support of partner; 12 – loss of puck; 13 – the gained scores; 14 – indicator of successfulness +/-.

Among the most significant technical-tactic actions of a back, experts marked out the following: picking up of puck – 10%, gained scores – 10%, power techniques – 9%, losses of puck repelled from net pucks – 9%, indicator of successfulness (+/-) – 7%. One of main tasks of backs is defense of own net, repelling of adversary’s pucks, directed to net. During match backs shall conduct personal duels, use power techniques.

Also we separately conducted expert questioning about significance of actions in match for goalie. This way or another all technical-tactic actions and match indicators, which are used at present for evaluation of hockey goalie competition functioning, are connected with his skills in repelling throws to goal. From the offered by experts indicators the most significant are: missed pucks – 32%, index of reliability – 25 points, percentage of repelled pucks – 22%, repelled throws in net – 21% (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Significance of match indicators for highly qualified hockey goalkeeper (in experts’ opinion, n=54):
In specialists’ opinion, good goalie shall have perfect reaction, ability to take correct position in front of hockey net and organize coordinated actions of partners in defense. Important qualities in hockey goalkeeper’s actions are abilities for instant responding and anticipation.

Conclusions:

1. The conducted analysis of literature sources, pedagogic observations and questioning of experts permitted to systemize technical tactic actions, fulfilled by highly qualified hockey players in match and conventionally divide them into three relatively independent groups: 1) active attacking actions; 2) organizational-maneuvering actions; 3) active defensive actions; 4) actions of hockey goalie.

2. As a result of conducted experts’ questioning we determined the most informative indicators, which are recommended to be used for control and evaluation of hockey players’ competition functioning: fulfilled throws in hockey net; thrown in pucks; percentage of realization of throws in net; fulfilled power techniques; penalty minutes for violation of rules; efficient passes of puck; successful throws on field; repelled from hockey net pucks; picked up pucks; obstacles for hockey goalie; support of partner; loss of puck; gained scores; indicator of successfulness (+/-). For hockey players of different roles expert marked out as technical tactic actions of first priority the following: for winger they are thrown in net pucks – 15%, gained in match scores– 15 %, percentage of realization of throws in net – 13. For backs: picking up of pucks – 10%, gained scores – 10 %, percentage of realization of throws in hockey net– 13 %. For center forward: thrown in net pucks - 16 %, gained scores– 14 %, percentage of realization of throws in hockey net– 9 %.

The prospects of further researches imply working out of model characteristics of technical tactic actions of different roles’ highly qualified hockey players as well as analysis of influence of personality’s psychological features on hockey players’ competition functioning.
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